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  Earth Unidiversity (All of us together) and Earth Research Explorers (Each of Us) 

                    

Figure 1.  The above Earth Unidiversity Cycle shows how “each of us” as Earth Research Explorers will contribute to 

“all of us” as an Earth Unidiversity Community and vice versa like a natural positive energy cycle.   Ecogeorelative 

prioritization of needs, scheduling, coordination, planning, problem solving, and striving form natural healthy living 

as a desired future condition for everyone, everything, everywhere including all of our humanity and all of our 

natural environment.  The desired positive energy desired future condition becomes cyclic systematic across all 

scales. 

Fragmentation, dysfunction, administrative borders, boundaries, controversy creation, manufactured 

complexity, lack of rational relative prioritization and focus of traditional out of context definitions of 

success has created a condition and need to prioritize what living on Earth should be all about in the first 

place.  Earth Unidiversity is our Earth cumulative totality sharing community.  Earth Unidiversity helps all 

of us to continually “ADAPT” (Area Decisions Assessment for Planning and Tracking) with positive energy 

suggested ecogeorelative natural healthy priorities.  Earth Unidiversity is a community of everything, 

everyone, everywhere, data, information, cumulative knowledge, that is the most thorough about what 

is known.   Each of us are Earth Research Explorers, students and when able presiding contributors 

providing observations, noticing changes, identifying perceived patterns, needs, opportunities, ideas, 

creativity, and contributing and natural healthy living with high relative freedom niche roles living life 

choices that are either unique diversity passions and interests or the huge number of options associated 

with explorational learning and a high number of diversely variable common similarity roles.  This means 

we should be able to schedule anything, anywhere, anytime depending on ecogeorelative needs, natural 

health needs, and desired future conditions while having the ability to continually and adaptively 

transition to higher priority changes that may occur.   High relative freedom mimics natural living which 
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creates positive energy natural health feedback loop doing interesting exploration learning and any 

positive energy contributions that are of unique and diverse interest which creates a negative feedback 

loop of more positive energy conditions and more natural health. Once we are more positive energy and 

natural healthy we have more ability to contribute positive energy and natural health to our broader 

environments in Nature and Humanity.  Broader Nature and Humanity then is able to give natural health 

back to us inextricable link way thus creating a broader positive energy natural health negative feedback 

loop.  Over time conditions on our planet with our Earth Unidiversity community will continually adapt 

towards desired future condition as each of us strive towards our own desired future condition as Earth 

research Explorers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.  A strong foundation is needed to build our Earth Unidiversity Humanity Community home on Earth.   If 

we all were “Angels” there would be no need for governments or corporations only dynamically adapted and 

created niche organizations based on needs and desired future conditions.  The Similarity Foundation is necessary 

so each person can have naturally healthy unique diversity high relative freedom Earth research Explorer living 

experience built from these similarities.  Having common Similarity foundations redundantly unifies and unites 

everyone on Earth like the Unidiversity and Earth Research Explorers Cycle. 

 

The Primary Succession Foundation of Nature, Natural Health, Positive Energy, Naturally 

Healthy Living, Natural Spiritual Living, Inspirational Humanity, and Holistic Inclusion  of 

Everyone as a Priority so we can have Healthy Humanity and Natural Environment. 


